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Friends are icing on the
cake.
My two best friends, Bert
and James, and I started hunting
together 39 years ago. Our
companionship started in our
twenties. We were all just out
of school, financially challenged
and married. Arkansas had
started their primitive weapon
hunting so it gave us a chance
to hunt public land without worrying about crowds
of other hunters. Thus, 1978 was our first camping/
hunting adventure. Since that time, we’ve arrived at
camp with bad backs, broken ankles and a variety of
other ailments. Only two hunts out of thirty-nine did a
buddy miss.
We’ve had many adventures and misadventures.
We pride ourselves in not making mistakes twice so
we compensate by trying to make every mistake once.
Our worst moments have been cold, rainy nights.
Sleeping on a tent floor with a couple of inches of
water doesn’t make for a fun night. We watched a tent
roll down the hill like a tumbleweed during a storm.
We’ve had equally bad hunting stories but most are
too embarrassing to tell.
Our highlights have always been in camp. Our
dads have all came with us. All of our kids came to
camp. Now they are all grown with kids of their own.
Stories, tall tales and the general stuff that happens
when everyone is together are where the best
memories were made.
Our families have enjoyed more fun times than I
can remember. We’ve also buried parents and relatives,
gone through illnesses and bad times together. That’s
what friends do.
Most of you crappie fishermen reading this now
have relatives and friends that you cherish…those
who are icing on the cake of life. Maybe they share a
boat with you or maybe not. But they make you smile,
laugh and make life more enjoyable.
Here’s to great friends and memories.
Good fishin’ & God Bless,
Tim Huffman, Editor
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Wood Cover

C
rappieNow is read by fishermen
the north, south, and Midwest; those

in
who fish clear, stained, shallow and deep
waters. Few rules apply to all waters and
that includes the ideal depth for the season.
Therefore, this “rule of thumb” depth zone
can be adjusted for the waters you fish.
A perfect cool-water depth zone is 12
to 18 feet deep. The depths are easy to fish
and the crappie are not too spooky. Fishing
can be done with standard weights and
rigs. A variety of methods can be used to
fish the zone. Bites are easier to feel than
when fishing 30 or 40 feet deep. There are
many advantages to fishing the 12 to 18
foot zone.

Finding Fish
Finding submerged wood cover
requires electronics. Two required items
are sonar and GPS. Today’s electronics
are so advanced an inexpensive unit will
accurately show depth, cover and fish. You
can use sonar (also called by other names
including graph, locator and depth finder) to
scan for general spots and then to pinpoint
specific spots within the general area.
The second requirement is a GPS unit.
One with mapping is ideal but a basic GPS
allows marking of a good stump, brushpile,
drop or other specific fishing spot. These
waypoints allow a fisherman to return later
without all the wasted time searching for a
spot. Since productive covers often produce
year after year, a list of hotspots can be
accumulated on home waters.
A third item that is not required but
will improve fishing if properly used is an
advanced graph. They are expensive but
an item every serious fisherman needs.
Quality in-the-unit mapping provides safer
navigation and also provides updated

contour mapping for finding good ledges,
channels and other contours. Side Imaging,
360 and other scanning options allow a lot
of water to be viewed in a short period of
time. For example, instead of viewing an
9-foot path with sonar while idling a 100
yard stretch of water, Side Imaging can look
at a 200-foot path, detail objects and allow
a waypoint to be placed on the spots. The
key to better electronics is to find fish faster
leaving more time to catch fish.
Catching Crappie
A variety of methods can work for
catching fish 12 to 18 feet deep. Vertical
jigging and slow trolling are probably the top
techniques especially in southern regions
where multiple poles are allowed. However,
casting is good way to catch these deeper
fish, too.
Casting is a good technique but has
lost favor because of spider rigging or slow
trolling. Except for a few specific situations,
casting can’t compete with multiple pole
fishing. However, it is fun, is good for
reaching spooky fish and can be used as
a primary tactic for those who enjoy the
simpler way of fishing.
Casting requires patience and is best
done from an anchored boat when fishing
deeper water. Anchoring near a good set of
stumps or a log allows repeated, pinpoint
casts to be made. Another advantage is
you can put your back to the wind so you
stay warmer. Anchoring eliminates having
to fight the trolling motor.
Anchor to get within casting distance
Casting is fun and productive. This crappie
came from a small Kansas lake.
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but stay far enough away to give you
plenty of fishing room. You also want to
get a little cross-current or cross-wind so
your baits will have a natural presentation.
If a fisherman chooses not to anchor
it is best to carefully mark a spot with a
buoy. Do not place a buoy directly on the
cover because it will be in the way. Place
it away from the spot, maybe 10 feet to the
left. Repeated casts will be easy to make
in reference to the buoy.
Casting can be with a freefall jig or
float. A freefall jig can be counted down
to obtain the starting depth. Or, it can be
allowed to go to the bottom when fish are
holding near bottom. For example, stumps
in 18 feet of water sticking up to around 15
feet can be reached by letting the jig hit the
surface, fall until it hits bottom and then
returned with a steady retrieve or hopping

action. This tactic lets a fishermen feel the
jig bump cover and feel the bite.
A slip-float is good for casting a
minnow. The float aids in longer cast by
being near the hook but after the rig hits
the water it allows line to feed through the
float until reaching the bobber stop. The
stop is usually a thread or tiny piece of
plastic on the line for setting depth. On the
stumps in the example, the minnow can
be set to 15 feet so it is at the top of the
stumps.
Casting may have lost favor with
Kayaks continue to become more popular
and can be used to reach most good
crappie-holding locations. This fisherman
was on Lake of the Ozarks.
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many fishermen but it’s still a productive
and fun way to catch crappie. Good wood
cover in the right depth zone will do the
trick.
Factors:
Wind: A light wind is a good thing.
Fish are less spooky when a little ripple is
on the water. Too much wind makes boat
control and fishing more difficult. Heavy
wind requires vertical presentations with
heavier weight.
Cold Front: Like in other seasons,
crappie are less aggressive after a front
but deeper fish are not bothered as much
as shallow fish. Experts often recommend
downsizing when the bite gets tough due to
a front.
Clouds/Rain: Fish may scatter
compared to a bright sunny day. Rain is no
problem for the fish but it can be brutal for
the fishermen if air temperatures are cold.
Sun: When wood cover is present the
fish might move up in the water column if the
water warms a little. They stay in the same
spot but suspend up. They might also move
deeper due to too much light penetration.
Current: A very light current is
okay when fishing. However, as current
increases it becomes a problem. A stronger
current puts fish behind structures and
can move them to other areas. Current
forces a fisherman to use heavier weight
presentations to get down to the fish. The
best situation is to find nearby areas with
little current and plenty of wood cover in
the right zone.
Fishing Pressure: There will be very
little fishing pressure on lakes that retain
most of their water during the winter. Lakes
with drawdowns to lower levels means all
fishermen will be forced to less water and
usually near a major channel. These lakes
can be crowded because of the situation
and the good fishing the ledges create.
Drawdowns often begin in the fall in some
lakes and mid-winter on others.
- Tim Huffman
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Q: How important is brush in late fall and early winter?
By Tim Huffman

Buck Worthen, OK. - says, “On Gibson in Oklahoma, the crappie

will be on 18 to 25 feet brushpiles. The brush can be fished in different
ways but I like to two pole jig with a pole in each hand. I like to
feel the thump. It’s best to just take your time and work the brush.”

Billy Williams, GA. - team Johnson Fishing, says, “For November
fish you better find some brush. The fish are holding tight to brush. We
will be spider rigging. We won’t be moving, just setting down on top of
the brush.”

Tr a v i s B u n t i n g , M O . - , t w o - t i m e c l a s s i c c h a m p , s a y s , “ W e u s e a

2.5 to 5.5-inch jerkbait on Lake of the Ozarks in Missouri. It’s basically
open water fishing but we also throw it over brushpiles, too. The fish
we are targeting are 10 to 12 feet deep and can see the bait for a long
distance. We cast, jerk, jerk, then pause and let the bait suspend in
t h e w a t e r. ”

T i m B l a c k l e y, T N . - , s a y s , “ A t K e n t u c k y L a k e t h e f a l l m i g r a t i o n

has been in place with crappie chasing schools of shad. The fish are
feeding heavy and many of them can be found in 10 to 12 feet of water
but the fish might be suspended up. The general rule is if you find a
brushpile in the 10 to 12 foot range you’ll catch a crappie. A 2-inch
Strike King jig tipped with a minnow is what I’ll be using.”
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HOW TO?

Crappie NOW How To Dock
Shooting Bass Assassin with TJ
Stallings
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Crappie Basics

Crappie Basics #125

Bait Speed

Keep your bait moving whether jigging or trolling especially
for black crappie. Fish are aggressive that time of year
f e e d i n g u p f o r w i n t e r. I f I ’ m f i s h i n g i n O h i o I ’ l l u s u a l l y u s e a
1 / 3 2 o u n c e j i g a n d t i p w i t h a c r a p p i e N i b b l e o r s m a l l m i n n o w.
I’ve caught white crappie and then turn my boat, speed up
my baits and catch a black crappie. I like to look shallow in
t h e c o o l e r w a t e r. - - M i c h a e l W a l t e r s , O H .

Cool gear that’s catching!
Mr. Crappie Premium Line
s Low memory; high abrasion resistance
s Special softeners for superb performance
s HiVis, Camo and Clear - 4, 6, 8 and 10 lb.
s Available in Mega Spool and Mega Bulk

Mr. Crappie Spinning Reels
s Strong graphite body and rotor
s Double anodized aluminum spool
s Zero Reverse one-way clutch

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Rods
s Premium graphite blanks s Lightweight EVA grips s Aluminum oxide guides

Mr. Crappie Slab Shaker Spinning Combo
s Smooth 2-ball bearing system
s Thin, compact gear box
s Pre-spooled with Mr. Crappie HiVis line

www.mrcrappie.com

s Graphite composite rods with split grip handle
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By Tim Huffman

The biggest crappie circuit for the
past decade has been the Crappie Master’s
tournament trail. Their fishermen are at the
highest level making winning very difficult.
There were 186 teams from 21 states fought
against North wind, a front and falling water
temperatures.
Historical Win
Matt Morgan and Kent Watson made
Crappie Masters history by being the only team
to win two classic national championships.
The Morgan-Watson duo won $33,000 cash
and claimed their second set of championship
trophies.
To add to the drama, Morgan said this
would probably be his last national tournament
to fish due to other pursuits.

Morgan. “We came down Labor Day weekend
and caught many fish down in deeper water at
14 feet. Monday practice I caught fish in 4 to
5 feet of water. I prefer fishing deep because I
believe those fish are more stable.
“Our speed was super-slow,” says
Morgan. “I was more into following the creek
channel that ran into another channel. The
creek was curvy so I’m setting on electronics
controlling the boat. Kent caught the majority
of the fish by working the entire water column,
totally different than what I did. I went down
and fished right off bottom. He was changing
depths constantly and it paid off. The fish were
about 8 feet, came up but then went down
deep due to all the boat pressure.”
“Day one we only had one boat around
us but during day two I counted as many as
35 boats. We had to cut crankbaits out of our
lines and we were setting still slow trolling.
There were boats everywhere, many were
aluminum boats that were noisy, locators
pinging everywhere, boats were pulling
crankbaits, there was a lot of fishing pressure.
Word gets around where you’re fishing and
that’s just a part of it although it’s not good.”
An unusual thing at Grenada was the
fish changing depths with clouds, sun and
going shallow with the cold front. Fishermen
who made the right choice, like Morgan and
Watson, were able to catch seven fish with
some good ones included.

How First Place Rigged
Team Morgan/Watson used 16-foot
BnM BGJP jigging poles. “The poles were
very important to our fishing,” says Morgan.
“The sensitivity allowed us to see light bites.
Some of the fish smoked the baits but many
of them had to be tricked into biting. Their
bite was light. We used straight double-hook
minnow rigs with ½-ounce weights and TruTurn hooks.
“Our Lowrance electronic units were
critical. We have overlay Bing and Google
maps that show the ditches and creeks. That
makes a big difference showing stuff not seen Second Place
on just a general mapping program.”
Paul and Elizabeth Turner made a
How First Place Fished
Slow trolling has been the team’s breadand-butter technique. They used it again to
fish Grenada.
“I was confused after prefishing,” says

Kent Watson and Matt Morgan holding the
National Championship trophies earned in
the 2016 Crappie Masters Championship at
Grenada Lake, MS.
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big splash in their first full year of national
tournament fishing. They were the top male/
female team in the points division then followed
as the best male/female in the championship
along with second place overall. Their success
in the classic won them $10,000, a new I-Pilot
trolling motor, $350 bonus money and more
items.
“We came here with no expectations,”
says Elizabeth. “I figured a lot more teams
would be ahead of us even after the good
finish on day one.
‘Today we stayed in one area in Turkey
Creek, 9-10 feet of water. We were using
minnows along with some blue, white and
chartreuse jigs. We use Ozark rods and slow
trolled.”
“Were we a top team? “I wish we could
have caught bigger fish today on day two. But
the big fish might have been more the luck
of the draw verses being better than another
team.”
Maybe there was some luck, but Paul had spent
one month pre-fishing for the tournament.
The team used 2-ounce weights and

move 0.5 to 0.7 mph. When they were running
out of minnows they used Johnson Shad Scale
scent on the dead minnows and still caught
fish.
Final Comments
The
Grenada
Crappie
Masters
Championship
was
a
tough
event.
Approximately 40 percent of the field weighed
in seven fish on day one. Day two was better
but there were still many teams with fewer
than the seven fish limit. A number of teams
did not weigh in at all.
Tough fishing isn’t a bad thing during a
big tournament. Everyone would like to catch
fish but a tough bite takes much of the luck out
of the final standings. It takes good fishermen
to put together two days of limits. Having a
technique that works and being in an area that
produces quality fish is critical for a win. Luck
is always a factor but is more likely to happen
to a team with a great presentation in the right
area.
Congratulations to the top finishers
including the first two-time Crappie Masters
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Champs, the Lucas Oil/ BnM Pole team of Matt
Morgan and Kent Watson.
Congratulations also go to the
Crappie Masters organization for a wellrun championship tournament and for a full
decade of the best tournament trail for crappie
fishermen.

Championship Top 10
26.23 M Morgan-K Watson
25.78 Paul & Elizabeth Turner
25.52 Jason & Sam Sandage
25.42 M Blount-K Sullivan
25.35 B Chappell-B Fulgham
24.95 Tony & J Sheridan
24.85 Rick Fajen- Earnie Cox
24.56 M Hanfelder-K Hamilton
24.46 David Cox-S Hockett
24.27 D Porter-D Thompson

Elizabeth and Paul Turner were Crappie
Masters Classic Runners-up, top malefemale team of the classic, and top malefemale team in the national points race.

Watson-Morgan
in action during
day two of the
championship
tournament.
- Story & Photos by Tim Huffman
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HOW TO?

Crappie NOW How To Bass
Assassin Color Selection
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Go Fishing With The B’n’M Pros.

Sam Heaton’s 7-Foot Super-Sensitive

The SHSS72n is a spinning rod with the same sensitivity and feel of the
jig pole series. Improvements include Dyna-Flo guides for smooth line
retrieval,and a cork knob handle for outstanding balance and feel.
Historically one of the most popular rods on the water, the SHSS72n is
still supple, strong and sensitive.

FISHING

Whitey Outlaw DOUBLE DUTY

Get back to “Fishing The Basics” with Whitey Outlaw. This MediumAction rod is for big heavy hybrid bream, monster shellcrackers & any
size crappie. It’s perfectly balanced with a comfortable foam handle
for all-day fishing - no reel needed! It features a tough & lightweight
Graphite Blank, and one tip eyelet, with one reinforced Tie Down Guide.

BNM POLE COMPANY • P.O. BOX 231, WEST POINT, MS 39773
WWW.BNMPOLES.COM • 800-647-6363 • WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BNMPOLES
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Crappie Basics #126

Pre-Trip Info

Pretrip information can be very important. Since some lakes
are pulled down starting in the fall, it’s good do know the lake level
for both fishing and navigation. An other thing is to learn the water
conditions. Water temperature will give a good guide for where you
will find fish. Also, a rising or falling lake will change patterns. The
last thing is to learn as muc h as possible about the bite. Is it a good
or bad bite? What depth are the fish? Any particular area? -TH
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Cook it Till it’s Black
Vernon Summerlin
I fell in love with blackened fish at
first taste. Cajun spices make whoopee
with my taste buds. This was maybe
a quarter century ago when I was in
Louisiana dining on redfish. Of course
when I got home I had to heat up my
passion using freshwater fish, namely
thick crappie fillets.
The one fault with my young love
affair was the heart-burning smoke. I
made the mistake of not turning on the
exhaust fan over the stove to maximum. I
had no idea how much mucus membrane
damage the fiery seasonings can do
when inhaled – and so quickly too. Heed
this warning: Cook where there is plenty
of ventilation!
After I got out of the hospital (kidding!), I took my passion outside to continue my
affection for burned, hot spices. It took a little longer to heat the big old skillet on my gas
grill but there was plenty of fresh air.
Blackening is a cooking technique often associated with Cajun cuisine. This
technique was popularized by Chef Paul Prudhomme. He used it to cook fish and other
foods. The fish is dipped in melted butter and then dredged in a mixture of herbs and
spices, usually some combination of thyme, oregano, chili pepper, peppercorns, salt,
garlic powder and onion powder. It is then cooked in a very hot cast-iron skillet.
The characteristic brown-black color of the crust results from a combination of
browned milk solids from the butter and charred spices. Did I mention that I love charred
spices?
While the original recipe called for redfish, the same preparation can be applied to
other types of fish and meats, such as steak or chicken cutlets.
TIP: Ground spices die quickly. So give them a whiff—if they don’t smell like anything,
they won’t taste like anything. And if they don’t taste like anything, you’re cooking with
a flavorless, brown powder.
Blackened Crappie
6 thick crappie fillets (slabs)
2 teaspoons paprika
2 1/2 teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon onion powder
1 1/2 teaspoon garlic
1 1/2 teaspoon cayenne pepper
2 teaspoons lemon-pepper marinade #1*
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1 teaspoon ground thyme
1 1/2 teaspoons basil
1 cup unsalted butter, melted
Canola oil for frying
Lemon wedges
Heat mamma’s big old iron skillet over high heat until a drop of water sizzles on the
cast iron (or about 10 minutes). Combine paprika, salt, onion powder, cayenne pepper,
lemon-pepper marinade, thyme and basil in a large bowl. Keep fillets cold until ready
to use. Dip each fillet in melted butter so that sides are slippery. Sprinkle seasoning
mix on both sides. Place seasoned fillets on waxed paper while preparing remaining
fillets. Place three fillets in your skillet. Drizzle each fillet with 1 tablespoon of melted
butter. Make sure you are in a well-ventilated place because there will be a lot of smoke
(I recommend you have your exhaust fan on high or cook outside on your grill). Cook
quickly, about two minutes per side. Remove and repeat process until all fillets are
cooked. Serve while hot with lemon wedges.
*Lemon-Butter Marinade #1
1 cup butter
1/3 cup lemon juice
1/4 cup chopped parsley
1 tablespoon salt
1 tablespoon grated lemon peel,
1 teaspoon sugar
1/4 teaspoon pepper
Heat butter in a saucepan over a medium heat. Add lemon juice, parsley, salt, lemon
peel, sugar and pepper. Stir until smooth. Refrigerate until thoroughly chilled.
If you’re looking for a simple marinade to bathe your filets in before frying try this:
Lemon-Pepper Marinade #2
1 tablespoon lemon rind, grated
3 tablespoons lemon juice
3 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
4 garlic cloves, crushed
1 tablespoon black peppercorns, cracked
1/2 teaspoon salt
Mix all the ingredients in a large glass bowl. Chill marinade for 30 minutes to an hour for
flavors to blend. Stir thoroughly. Add your fish and stir to cover fillets. Cover bowl and
refrigerate for 30 minutes before frying.
Tip: You may have a steel or a sharpener at home, but once a year get a pro to revive
those knives. Your chopping will get faster, more precise and safer.
Pan Fried Dilly Fish
4 fresh slab crappie fillets
3 tablespoons softened salted butter
2 tablespoons dill, fresh finely minced dill
2 tablespoons olive
Prepare dill-butter in advance by adding dill to softened butter (room temp) and mix
thoroughly and set aside. Heat olive oil over medium-high heat in skillet. Decrease heat
to medium and cook fillets 2 minutes per side. Add dill-butter to skillet and cook fillets 1
more minute per side or until fish flakes easily.
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If you like peppery spices, whip up these puppies.
Jalapeno Hush Puppies
1 1/2 cup cornmeal
1/2 cup flour
2 1/2 tablespoon baking powder
1 1/2 tablespoon salt
1/2 tablespoon pepper
1/3 cup finely chopped onion
1 cup milk
1 beaten egg
3 tablespoon oil
1/4 cup finely chopped jalapeno peppers (or more)
Canola oil
Combine cornmeal, flour, baking powder, salt, pepper, onion, milk, egg, oil and peppers.
Stir until blended. Using a spoon or fork drop into deep, hot oil. Dip spoon or fork in hot
oil each time. The batter will drop off more easily. Fry until golden. Turn once during
cooking. Drain and serve.
Italian-Style Green Beans with Tomatoes
3/4 pound green beans
1/2 cup red onion rings
1/4 cup Italian dressing
2 tomatoes cut into thin wedges
2 tablespoons chopped fresh basil
Place green beans, onion and dressing in microwaveable bowl and cover. Microwave
on high (8 to 10 minutes) until beans are tender-crisp. Stir after 2 minutes and stir in
tomatoes and basil.
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By Vic Attardo

I
don’t know too many things in the
natural world that are colored chartreuse.

And every angler had their own idea what
determines water conditions including the
season, water clarity, even depth.
I’ve seen some parrot feathers that are the
So here’s what they said. Be prepared
dazzling green we anglers call, “chartreuse,” for some interesting opinions.
and in the jungle I had a chartreuse snake
crawl across my lap, but as I look at my green Kyle Schoenherr
backyard, I still don’t see anything that comes
“I would say my color selection would
remotely close to the nearly fluorescent color definitely be more tied to water clarity than
of chartreuse.
seasonal situations,” said Illinois angler, Kyle
But I also know — and you probably Schoenherr. “I’m a certified open water diver.
know as well — that chartreuse is an I’ve done a lot of diving on Kinkaid Lake
indispensable color when it comes to catching which is a fairly clear lake.
crappie. Hey, what would the head of a Road
“The main thing I’ve noticed is that in
Runner be if not chartreuse?
fresh water, most life underwater blends in
The point is crappie like this outrageous with the surrounding environment. In clear
color just as they seem to favor a lot of water, bright colors and glossy baits tend
outrageous colors. Think about “fiery red,” to look bad! I’ve always had much more
“smoke black fleck,” or single colors such as success with earth tones (greens, browns,
orange and pink -- all excellent crappie colors. blacks, etc...)
Paint your garage door or a room in your
“Clear plastics have often been my
house any of those colors, and somebody is best baits in clear water. In muddy to stained
bound to say, “That’s outrageous.”
water, I’ll go with brighter chartreuse-glow
Fiddling around in my mind, I got the idea combinations to give a better contrast in the
of asking some excellent crappie fishermen water.”
what their favorite outrageous crappie colors
And since crappie do not bite by color
are, both jig and plastic trailer. And to be fair alone, Schoenherr had some other tips worth
I asked them to explain when, what season, passing along.
what time of day, even what water color —
“I’ll also rely more on scents in stained
these hues were most effective.
water. I prefer a 1/16 - 1/8oz Pro Series 2
You’ve heard me talk about all these Road Runner with a garlic-scented Muddy
anglers in the past: Darrell Baker, a guide on Water plastic in a chartreuse combo in
Weiss Lake, Whitey Outlaw and his son Matt stained to muddy water. In clearer water, I
Outlaw from South Carolina both successful like a bit smaller presentation with a 1/32 tournament anglers; Kyle Schoenherr from
Illinois, another wildly successful contest
guy; Captain Jerry Sersen who fishes the Chesapeake Bay guide Jerry Sersen may
surprisingly crappie-rich upper Chesapeake have a new favorite but for years and years
Bay and a host of other anglers.
his leading lead was a plain unpainted head
What I learned from most anglers is
with a rainbow trout pattern soft plastic.
that their use of outrageous colors, and nonoutrageous colors, relies on water conditions.
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1/16oz Road Runner with a clear Midsouth
tube (Smoke Glow).”
Darrell Baker & Jerry Sersen
Most of the crappie fishing world has
fished Weiss Lake in northern Alabama. Heck,
I’m from a northern blue state and I’ve taken
four trips to Weiss in the last twelve years.
Each time guide Darrell Baker has been on
my dance card so I know how good he is, and
how much color is important to him.
After affirming that he is a committed
soft-plastic bait user (no smelly minnows in
his boat) Baker boiled it down to this:
“There are several colors that I really
like but if I had to choose just one it would be
the blue/chartreuse hot grub,” Baker said.
“This is probably the ‘hottest’ color on
the Coosa River chain in Alabama. We use
it on Weiss, Neely Henry and Logan Martin
lakes.”

But Baker has a second favorite as well.
“My second choice is ‘Wildcat/
chartreuse” hot grub. Both color choices
come from
Southern Pro.
“There are a lot of colors that work well
on these lakes but day in and day out, I’ll have
at least one of these colors on.
“To be honest, the “Wildcat/chartreuse” is kind
of like my secret bait.” Shhhh!
“A lot of anglers fish the blue/chartreuse
but not many use the wildcat -- unless they
have fished with me and see how productive
it is down here. In that case, they now have a
box full of them.”
Some of my esteemed crappie anglers
didn’t mince words in selecting their favorite
jig color. When I’m on upper Chesapeake Bay
with Jerry Sersen, he rarely shuts up — but
then neither do I.
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Let me point out that the upper Bay
ranges in color from sediment-cloudy to
golden clear, depending on precipitation or
lack thereof.
When I asked him about color, he gave
me one line.
“My new favorite color is June Bug body
with a chartreuse paddle tail,” Sersen said.
But I happen to know that his old -- and
very successful -- favorite was a plain jig head
with a rainbow-trout colored plastic.
Nuv said, I guess.
The Outlaws & The Editor
If you know him, than you know the name
fits. Whitey Outlaw robs crappie of a pleasant
day. One minute the fish will be swimming
along have pleasing crappie thoughts and the
next an Outlaw trick results in a ride in his
tournament livewell.
“This is my take after 35 years of fishing,”
Outlaw told me in typical ornery fashion. “I do
not try to match jigs and the color of water.
But I have some standbys.”
“In clear water my colors are white and
chartreuse and white and sparkles. In dingy
water I use lime and chartreuse and black and
chartreuse; in muddy water my go is black
and orange, and lime and pink.
One day in a mucky swamp I caught
Outlaw successful using a root-beerish
orange-looking soft plastic, so he’s good for
his word.
“I’d say I always start out with my
basic colors, white and chartreuse, lime and
chartreuse and black and pink.”
I say those classify as outrageous.
After those colors Outlaw puts his ear to the
water, so to speak.
“Then I let the fish tell me what they
want. I (also) mix up colors and keep trying
colors. Some of the oddest combinations
sometimes catch the most fish.
As always, Outlaw had some unusual
wisdom and this case it was about minnows.
“(The jig color) sometimes depends on
whether you are tipping with minnows or not.
The minnow will make the fish bite a color
they would not normally bite.”
Like father like son? Think again.
The Outlaw offspring, Matt, an

South Carolina’s Whitey Outlaw likes orange
body soft plastics for his muddy water swamp
fishing.
accomplished tournament angler in his own
right, often chooses his jig colors out of the
gate as a corollary to water color.
“When it comes to color, to me color
ultimately comes down to water color,” he
says.
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Outrageous Colors
And his rules are simple. “Typically the
muddier the water, I will use darker colors. If I
have clear water I’ll use lighter color.”
“With that being said, I would have to
say that any thing with chartreuse would be
my more consistent color. Chartreuse is a
color that will work in muddy or clear water.
“In the winter on my home lakes at
Santee Cooper (lakes Marion and Moultrie)
I like to use black and chartreuse. In the
summer white and chartreuse is my go-to

To cut through the frequently muddy waters
of Alabama’s Coosa River guide Dustin King
uses a bright chartreuse head Road Runner
with a pearl-white body.

color.”
And when it comes to the jig head color
itself, Matt is all about chartreuse.
There is one thing father and son is in
total agreement about. Both use Mid-South
plastics and Rockport Rattler jigs. “The rattle
and vibration have no comparison to jigs in all
water colors.” said the elder Outlaw.
And now we come to the brown-nosing
portion of our story. Actually, that’s not fair.
Tim Huffman, the editor of this internet mag
has fished with many of the best crappie
fishermen. Think about this: maybe two great
crappie anglers never get to fish together but
as a writer and editor Huffman has rode with
the best.
With that in mind asking an editor his
preferences is exceedingly valid.
“In the 1970s Bill Dance said that any
color of plastic worm was good as long as
it was blue,” Huffman noted. “When fishing
stained or muddy water for crappie I believe
any color is okay providing it’s lime/chartreuse
with an orange head. (Specifically a TeeZur
3/16-oz head, lime-chartreuse MidSouth
tube.)
Other good muddy water colors are:
black/chartreuse glow, red/chartreuse and
orange/chartreuse.
Huffman also believes in tipping his jig
with a minnow, “partially because of scent
and looks, but mainly to have the vibrations
to help crappie find the bait in the low-visibility
water.”
In clear water Huffman offers crappie a
different palette and guess what? Chartreuse
isn’t one of them. That might be considered
scandalous. “My favorite (clear water) colors
include clear with sparkles, blue/white
(specifically Bobby Garland Blue Ice Baby
Shad), pink/white -- in that order.”
For a jig head Huffman favors a white
or non-painted head in clear water. Also he
prefers a “very small minnow” for tipping “and/
or a good attractant scent. I like the gel scents
because they last longer.”
And here’s where getting advice from an
editor really pays off. “If I were to pick a new
wild-card jig, it would be Johnson’s Crappie
Buster Shad Tail in lemon/white. It’s a hot
bait.”
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Others Choose Top Colors

Longtime pro and Legends of the Outdoors
Hall of Fame founder, Garry Mason, believes
in keeping it simple with a box of Charlie
Brewer Sliders, thin wire jigheads, and
traditional casting.
Huffman’s last statement has to make
you grin. “One thing I don’t like about most
fishermen is they disagree with my choice of
favorite colors. They catch a hundred or so
crappie a day on some other color and become
very narrow-minded. What’s the deal?”
Talk about outrageous.
Finally I (Attardo) have to relate that I’ve
raised a lot of sweet green peppers and hot
red peppers and for a time I tried to create, by

Sometimes the real proof of what
anglers use to catch crappie is in the
photos. Taken as the experienced
fisherman catch a fish, close-up
shots of an angler, fish and bait
reveal what really worked at a
particular location at a key moment.
Over the last couple of years here’s
what my camera revealed.
On the tannic waters of the St.
John’s River in Florida, CrappieNow
Publisher Dan Dannenmueller slew
them with an orange TeeZur head
with a very unusual gold flake and
white body soft plastic.
Matt Morgan probed the lily pads of
the St. John’s River with a red head
jig with a blue-green/chartreuse soft
plastic.
In northern Alabama on the Coosa
River, guide Dustin King employed
a traditional chartreuse head Road
Runner with a pearl white soft
plastic.
Garry Mason on Kentucky Lake in
Tennessee impressed me with his
use of a traditional red head jig with
a white body while his friend and cohort Steve Ferguson used an orange
head and white body.
hybridization, a chartreuse hot pepper.
I crossed sweet yellow banana peppers
with green chili peppers and bright green frying
peppers to make a super-bright fluorescentlooking chartreuse super hot pepper, but in
seven generations I couldn’t make it happen.
Seems that though crappie love chartreuse is
not an easy color for nature to create.
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- Vic Attardo

Forgotten Child Fund Results

2nd Place Brian & Tin Howard

1st Place Dave East/Jim Minor

3rd Place David Cordell
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Crappie N’Youth

Forgotten Child Fund Results

Big Fish Brian
Cordell/Aiden Cordell
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Tournament Results

CRAPPIE USA

SEPTEMBER 24th

BARKLEY LAKES

AMATEUR DIVISION
1. Kris Mann/Terry Mann
2. Sonny Sipes/Ronnie Bleas
3. David Rodgers/Jerry Rodgers
4. Tyler Morrow/Zack Clapp
5. Jimmy Riley Jr./David Butler
PRO DIVISION
1. Shane Moore/John Eubanks
2. Cliff Edwards/Jerry Trimble
3. Tim Blackley/Jackie Vancleave
4. Mike Johnson/Brad Essary
5. Dewayne McCord/Robert McCord

8.84
8.72
8.52
8.46
8.15
10.91
9.9
9.86
9.76
9.56

BIG FISH
1. Mathew Tosh/Brandon Tosh

1.96

CRAPPIE MASTERS

SEPTEMBER 28th - OCTOBER 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

GRANADA

Matt Morgan/Kent Watson
Paul Turner/Elizabeth Turner
Jason Shandage/Sam Shandage
Monty Blount/Keith Sullivan
Brad Chappell/Brandon Fulgham

26.23
25.78
25.52
25.42
25.35

BIG FISH
1. Jeremy Aldridge/Clint Egbert

2.75

MALE/FEMALE
1. Paul Turner/Elizabeth Turner

25.78

ADULT/YOUTH
1. Chris Younger/Camran Younger

17.34

INDIANNA SLAB MASTERS

OCTOBER 1st - 2nd
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

SALAMONIE/MISSISSINEWA

Bret Cunningham/Keith Lucas
Greg Durel Nichols
Eric Milsaps/Rick Hancock
Charlie Hildreth/Myron Etchison
Marvin Yeakle/Jeff Duncan

10.46
10.36
9.35
9.18
8.95

BIG FISH
1. Greg Durel Nichols

1.68
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Tournament
Tournament Results
Results

OCTOBER 1st - 2nd

KANSAS CRAPPIE CLUB
TUTTLE CREEK

1. Wall/Wall/Moresdorf
2. Team Bales
3. Bragg/Taunton/Ireland
SHOOTOUT
1. DUSTIN HOBBS

OCTOBER 8th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.04

CHATTANOOGA

Forgotten Child Fund/Chester Frost Lake

Dave East/Jim Minor
Brian Howard/Tina Howard
David Cordell
Tommy Whitt Sr/Tommy Whitt Jr
Sammie Scott/Andy Scott

6.58
6.57
6.22
5.89
5.55

BIG FISH
1. Brian Cordell/Aiden Cordell

OCTOBER 8th

1.33

CENTRAL ALABAMA
LAKE JORDAN/LAKE MITCHELL

1. James Heflin/Jamie Heflin
2. Alex Johnson/Wade McDonald
3. Jonathan Phillips/Alecia Phillips
4. Jason Bailey/Lori Bailey
5. Eric Cagle/Jared Gilbert/Daughton Griffith

9.02
7.41
6.58
4.24
4.15

BIG FISH
1. Jason Bailey/Lori Bailey

OCTOBER 14th - 15th

1.77

CAT TEXAS
LITTLE ELM/LAKE LEWISVILLE

DIVISION 1
1. Jerry Hancock/James Pegram
2. Wes Belcher/Brian Carter
3. Chris Waters/Larry Middelton
4. Anh Nguyen
5. Paul Obier/George Nelon

18.37
17.55
16.9
16.82
16.04

BIG FISH
1. Tommy Ezel/Richard James
DIVISION 2

1.6
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Tournament Results
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tournament Results

Clay Gann/Todd Froebe
Alec Dyer/Bill Mouw
John Zoski/Truston Hibdon
Max Dukes/ Stuart Angelle
Sid Goczoll/Joe Willis

19.85
18.82
16.94
16.82
13.32

BIG FISH
1. Alec Dyer/Bill Mouw

OCTOBER 15th

1.77

CAROLINA
TILLERY LAKE

1. Sprouse/Wilson
2. Eudy/Koontz
3. Montgomery/Walser
4. Danque
5 Reynolds/Henderson

8.88
8.45
7.96
7.96
7.91

BIG FISH
1. Sprouse/Wilson

OCTOBER 15th

1.43

CRAPPIE MASTERS
TRUMAN LAKE/BIG CRAPPIE CHALLENGE

1. Chad Nugent
2. Rick Koll
3. Hunter Bowling
4.Wyatt Tucker/Youth Division
4.Cheryl Stoner/Female Division

OCTOBER 15th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2.13
2.03
1.9
1.42
1.42

NORTHEAST OHIO
BERLIN

Brock/Brian
Brad/Mark
Jerry/Eric
Andy/John
Jeff/Shawn

9.62
8.15
7.11
7.74
7.2

BIG FISH
1. Brock/Brian

1.84
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Tournament
Results
Crappie Calendar
(Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.)
NOVEMBER 5th
NOVEMBER 5th
NOVEMBER 6th
NOVEMBER 5th
NOVEMBER 5th-6th
NOVEMBER 12th
NOVEMBER 12th
NOVEMBER 12th
NOVEMBER 12th
NOVEMBER 19th
NOVEMBER 20th
NOVEMBER 25th
NOVEMBER 26th
NOVEMBER 26th
DECEMBER 3rd
DECEMBER 3rd
DECEMBER 10th
DECEMBER 10th
DECEMBER 10th
DECEMBER 17th
DECEMBER 17th
DECEMBER 17th-18th
DECEMBER 18th

CRAPPIENUTZ
CAROLINA-CCA
CHATTANOOGA
BAYOU STATE
KANSAS
CENTRAL ILLINOIS
PEACH STATE
EAST TENNESSE
MAGNOLIA
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
BAYOU STATE
WAPPAPELLO
PEACH STATE
CAROLINA-CCA
BAYOU STATE
CHATTANOOGA
MAGNOLIA
EAST TENNESSE
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
KANSAS
WAPPAPELLO

LAKE EUFAULA
LAKE JORDAN
CHESTER FROST PARK
BLACK LAKE
CLINTON LAKE
CLINTON LAKE
LAKE EUFAULA
CHEROKEE LAKE
LAKE WASHINGTON
NORMANDY
CHESTER FROST PARK
TIM’S FORD
LAKE CLAIBORN
WAPPAPELLO LAKE
LAKE BLACKSHEAR
WYLIE LAKE
BLACK LAKE
CHESTER FROST PARK
EAGLE LAKE/CHOTARD
FT. LOUDON
WOODS RESERVOIR
HILLSDALE RESERVOIR
WAPPAPELLO LAKE
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CLUB
CLUB
OPEN
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
BIG MAMA OPEN
CLUB
OPEN
WILDCAT
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
OPEN
CLUB
CLUB
CLUB
CLASSIC
CLUB

NATIONAL EVENTS

CRAPPIE CLUBS

(Note that club news, results and schedules are taken from websites around the 10th of each month. Only those
who provide information through their website or by email will have updated information and results included.)
Fishermen, check with club/association for exact dates, changes, cancellations and rules.

Clubs/Regional Tournaments
MAGNOLIA CRAPPIE CLUB - MS
www.magnoliacrappieclub.com
CRAPPIE ANGLERS OF TEXAS (CAT)- TX
www.crappieanglersoftexas.com
WEST TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB-WTCC -TN
www.westtennesseecrappieclub.com; also facebook
INDIANA SLAB MASTERS- IN
www.indianaslabmasters.com
MIDDLE TENNESSEE CRAPPIE CLUB -TN
middletennesseecrappieclub@gmail.com
SHOALS AREA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION -AL
www.shoalscrappie.com
shoalscrappie@yahoo.com
WEST ALABAMA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION -AL
www.westalabamacrappie.com Tracy Humber 662-574-0649
SLAB MASTERS TOURNAMENT TRAIL -GA
www.slabmasterstournamenttrail.net
EASTERN MISSOURI CRAPPIE CLUB- MO
www.easternmocrappie.com
EASTERN BUCKEYE CRAPPIE CLUB -OH
Easternbuckeyecrappieclub@yahoo.com
www.easternbuckeyecrappieclub.com
WILLIAM’S CREEK CRAPPIE CLUB- TX
www.williamscreekcrappieclub.com
WAPPAPELLO CRAPPIECLUB- MO
Facebook: Wappapello CrappieClub
GRAND LAKE CRAPPIE SERIES- OH
www.grandlakecrappieseries.comule.com
COOSA RIVER CRAPPIE CLUB
Paul Whorton 205-821-8373
Roger Absher 205-283-7638
(see facebook)
CRAPPIE BUCKS- TX
www.crappiebucks.com
CRAPPIE SLAYERS TOURNAMENT SERIES- MO
See the www.crappie.com MO-tournaments
CAPITAL CRAPPIE CLUB- MO
Mike 573-230-3058, Ben 573-694-3588
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CRAPPIE CLUBS
Marshall Albertson 573-690-2370
ARIZONIA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION -AZ
www.azcrappie.com (forum)
BUCKEYE CRAPPIE CHALLENGE -OH
www.buckeyecrappiechallenge.com
NORTHEAST OHIO CRAPPIE CLUB -OH
www.northeastohiocrappieclub.com
SPRINGFIELD CRAPPIE CLUB- IL
www.springfieldcrappieclub.com
CRAPPIENUTZ- MS
www.crappieguys.com
CAROLINA CRAPPIE ASSOCIATION
www.carolinacrappieassociation.com 704-792-5022 raeudy@ctc.net
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2017 Crappie USA Trail
Schedule of Events
Logan Martin, AL
Eufaula, AL
Neely-Henry, AL
Lake of Egypt, IL
Weiss Lake, AL
Ky & Barkley Lakes , TN
Cave Run Lake, KY
Lake Wylie, NC
Lake Cumberland, KY
Old Hickory Lake, TN
Green River Lake, KY
Grand Lk St. Marys, OH
Mississinewa/Salamonie, IN
Lake Shelbyville, IL
Patoka Lake, IN

02/18/17
02/25/17
03/03-04/17
03/10-11/17
03/18/17
03/24-25/17
04/01/17
04/01/17
04/07-08/17
04/15/17
04/21-22/17
04/28-29/17
05/06/17
05/13/17
05/20/17

Crappie USA
2 2 0 Mo h aw k Ave .
L o u i sv i l l e , KY 4 0 2 0 9
502-384-5924

2017 Crappie USA Classic
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Ky & Barkley Lakes , Paris, TN - 10/26-28/17

www.crappieusa.com

by Jonny Hawkins
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1st Place This Month!
Evan Grote age 3 1/2.
Hoyleton, IL
Hi,
my
name
is
Chad
Schaeffer. I’m an avid crappie
fisherman. I fish on average
once a week annually and
take my grandchildren when
I can. On my birthday I took
Megan Grote my daughter, my
grandchildren Addison Grote
age 9, and the guy in the
picture Evan Grote age 3 1/2.
We went to Raccoon Lake at
Centralia, IL in my G3 Eagle
176. I struggled to find any
crappie for the first 2 hours
and their patience was wearing
thin when I found a big school
of small crappie. Using slip
bobbers and minnows these
kids had a blast catching
crappie one right after another
until they were just plum wore
out. Megan brought her digital
camera and capture this photo
of Evan. No doubt this little guy
is a future crappie fisherman!
I would like to enter this photo
into your contest. No doubt this
was one of the best birthdays I
have ever had!
Thank you,
Chad Schaeffer
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Honorable Mention
Justin Melton
8/29/2016
Arkabutla Lake, MS
4.3 lb

Don’t forget to send in your
recent photo by the 15th.
Crappie NOW e-magazine
accepts color digital images for
publication. A single photo will be
selected after the 10th of each
month for the next month’s edition.
The winner will be contacted via
email with prize information.
Check out www.crappienow.com
for more details.

Honorable Mention
Gerald King
14-3/4 crappie caught on Kimball
Lake in Minong,WI on Sept. 11,
2016
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Morning Sunrise...See you next month!
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